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Welcome to the Center for Buddhist Studies Community Wellness Digest! 

In this monthly email, we share wisdom from Buddhist teachings you can use in your
daily life, wellness tips, and information about university and community events. After
a successful launch in Spring 2021, we are expanding the newsletter with a team of
expert contributors and new sections. Each month will feature a theme--this month
we explore Buddhism and Ecology. 

The opinions expressed in the books, articles, and websites referenced in this
newsletter are those of the original authors and publishers, and do not necessarily
reflect those of the Center for Buddhist Studies, the editors, the editorial board, or the
organization to which the authors are affiliated. If you have questions concerning
these opinions, please contact the original authors and their publishers. 

If you would like to receive monthly emails on this topic, please sign up for our email
list here and select the group "Community Wellness Newsletter."  For those who
have already signed up for our email list, please update your preferences to include
"Community Wellness Newsletter. 

Next month, we explore Buddhism and Health. Let us know what you think by
emailing buddhist-studies@email.arizona.edu. Enjoying the newsletter? Hit the
buttons below and share it with your network. 

Sincerely, 
Jiang Wu
Director, Center for Buddhist Studies 
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ECODHARMA: A MODERN GLOBAL 
MOVEMENT 

Extended wildfire season in the American
West, deadly floods in Europe, sea level
rise threatening island nations, severe
heat waves. In every corner of the globe,
we are witnessing firsthand the impacts of
climate change on humans, wildlife, and
ecosystems. In this issue of our
Community Wellness newsletter, we
explore Buddhist perspectives on the
climate crisis. How can Buddhist
teachings help us understand our
relationship with the natural world? How
have modern environmentalists been
inspired by Buddhism to enact social and
political change and vice versa? 

>>Read more 
 

A BUDDHIST ETHICAL FRAMEWORK 
FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
MOVEMENT 

Since the early 1960s, Buddhists and
activists inspired by Buddhism have
applied some of the core tenets of
Buddhist teachings to inspire collective
action to protect the environment. As a
world religion with more than 500 million
practitioners around the globe, Buddhism
encompasses a multitude of lineages and
practices; therefore, to describe one
monolithic “Buddhist ethic” of
environmentalism is impossible. Here we
highlight a few specific examples of the
ways in which Buddhist teachings have
been applied to modern ecological issues. 

Many ecodharma practitioners are
inspired by Buddhist teachings on
interdependence. Indra’s net is a
metaphor used in Buddhist philosophy to
describe the interconnectedness of all
beings and the universe. The net is a web
of infinite dimension with a glittering multi-
faceted jewel at each vortex, with each
jewel reflecting light from all other jewels. 

>>Read more

FIVE WAYS TO PRACTICE
ECODHARMA 

As a vegetarian and avid hiker, I find many
opportunities to invite ecodharma
principles into my daily rhythm. I
especially enjoy introducing my five-year-
old son to the wonders of nature in the
Sonoran Desert, where wildlife abounds
and the effects of climate change
(drought, wildfires, insect extinction) feel
palpable and immediate. Here are a few
ideas for ways that you can introduce
ecodharma practices into your daily life:
Mountain Meditation, Mindful
Consumption, Awareness in Nature,
Meatless Monday, and Work for
Systemic Change. 

-Hannah 

>>Read more

RESOURCES 

The Community Wellness Editorial Team
has compiled a list of resources
encompassing local, national, and
international environmental and
ecodharma organizations. Please reach
out to each organization via their website
for more information about their activities
and programs. 

>>Read more

Recommended Reading 
 
Buddhism and Ecology, edited by Mary Evelyn Tucker, Ph.D. and Duncan
Ryūken Williams, Ph.D. 
Buddhist Environmentalism in Contemporary Japan, Duncan Ryūken Williams.
Ph.D. 
Coming Back to Life: The Updated Guide to the Work That Reconnects, Joanna
Macy, Ph.D. and Molly Young Brown, M.Div. 
Dharma Gaia: A Harvest of Essays in Buddhism and Ecology, edited by Allan
Hunt Badiner 
Ecodharma, David R. Loy, Ph.D. 
Ecology, Ethics, and Interdependence: The Dalai Lama in Conversation with
Leading Thinkers on Climate Change, edited by Daniel Goleman, Ph.D., His
Holiness the Dalai Lama, John D. Dunne, Ph.D. 
Global Healing: Essays and Interviews on Structural Violence, Social
Development and Spiritual Transformation, Sulak Sivaraksa  
Green Buddhism and Dharma Rain, Stephanie Kaza, Ph.D. 
Taiwan’s Socially Engaged Buddhist Groups, David Schak, Ph.D. and Hsin-
Huang Michael Hsiao, Ph.D. 
The Great Work, Thomas Berry, Ph.D. 
Bibliography on Buddhism and Ecology from Yale University
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